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Duluth-- Working sketches and a scale model of the sets t o be used for 

the Duluth Symphony Association's production of Verdi's "Il Trovatore" will be on 

display Aug. 29 to Sept. 10 at UMD's Tweed Gallery. 

"The sketches are unusua l in the fact that you don't often see drawings 

for stage settings on display," said William Boyce, associate director of the 

Gallery. 

By showing the sketches, the Symphony Association hopes to give theater 

viewers a better understanding of all that is involved in dressing the stage for 

an opera. 

Scenery for the Duluth production of "Il Trovatore" was designed by 

Lloyd Evans, a prominent New York scenic designer. He is associated with CBS TV 

as a set designer and has done sets for the Ed Sullivan Show. 

Duluth Symphony conductor Hermann Herz stated that Evans has also done 

"very dr amatic settings for the New York City Opera Company." He called Evans 

"a very imaginative theater designer who has taken the world of opera by storm in 

the last few years." 

Herz described the scenery as "the most colorful, most extravagantly 

designed that we've had." The opera will be Sept. 21 and 23 at the Duluth 

Auditorium. 

The Tweed Gallery showing will have Evan's artistic conception for the 

entire opera -- eight different scenes that are hand pa inted in color. Working 

drawings used for construction of the scenery will be included. 

A scale model of the basic unit set will also be shown. The model was 

built by Evans and is well detailed. 

(more ) 
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The drawings comb ine functional design with beauty since the sets must 

be changed quickly. "Il Trovatcr e" has f our acts with two scenes per act. This 

requires f our stage changes during the opera. 

To make the designs functional, Evans has designed a "unit set" f or the 

production. It has one basic construction that is used throughout the opera, 

with additional props and s ettings hung from the ceiling and "dropped" f or each ·•" 

scene. 

The "Il Trovatore" sketches will be displayed on the balcony a t Tweed. 

A display entitled "Living with Wood" will be shown on the main floor of the 

gallery. 
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